
 

 

 

 

HOME LEARNING 
 

Subject:   Childcare        Time: 1 Hour 
 

Unit 7: Planning for the Physical and Emotional Care Needs of Children 

Objective 2.1 

Explain why it is important to consult with parents when meeting the needs of children 

Task1: 
Please read the following document, you may need to read through it a couple of times and 

then fill in the blanks at the bottom of the page. 

 

Effective communication: why it’s important 

Effective communication builds understanding and trust. When you and a child that you are looking 
after’s parents understand and trust each other, you’ll all be better able to work together to support 
the child’s development and well-being. Parents are experts on their own children and by working 
in partnership with the parents you are ensuring the best possible outcomes for the child. 

This is why effective communication is the most important factor in establishing and maintaining 
positive partnerships with parents. 

A positive partnership means sharing knowledge and experience to understand a child’s situation, 
and it can lead to developing plans together to support the child. 

Below are some ideas for effective communication with parents. 

Listening to parents 

Listening is a building block in effective communication. 

When you listen well, you get more information about children and their families. You also get 
the full benefit of parents’ in-depth knowledge of their children and you show parents that you 
value their experience, ideas and opinions and take their concerns seriously. 

Here are some ideas for listening well: 

 Let parents know you’re listening and interested by nodding or saying ‘Uh huh’ 
occasionally. 

 Let parents finish what they’re saying before you speak. Then summarise what parents 
have said, and check that you’ve understood correctly. 



 Check on the feeling as well as the content of what parents have said. For example, ‘Am I 
right in saying that you felt upset when the other parent told Jake to stop shouting?’ 

 Use open-ended questions to get more information if you need it. Open-ended questions 
give people a chance to expand on what they’re saying rather than just saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’. 
For example, ‘What sort of things did Jake do when he was being disruptive?’ 

 Try to understand parents’ perspectives, even if you disagree with what they’re saying. Put 
yourself in their shoes. For example, ‘It sounds like you felt judged as a parent’. 

Speaking with parents 

In every interaction with parents, one of your goals is to strengthen your partnership with them. 
You’re more likely to achieve this goal if you consistently speak to parents in a clear, respectful 
and considerate way. 

Here are some ideas for this kind of speaking: 

 Find and share the positives about a child’s learning, behaviour and experiences. For 
example, ‘Joe did a great job of sitting still for two minutes in class today. It’s a big step 
forward for him’. 

 Be open and honest. Give parents accurate information on what you observe. For example, 
‘After a couple of minutes, Joe started pushing the child next to him’. 

 Think before you speak, especially when you’re talking with parents about difficult or 
sensitive issues. 

 Ask for parents’ input. For example, ‘How do you think we can work together to help Joe 
learn to take part in group work without distracting other children?’ 

 Let parents make the decisions. You can suggest ideas, but it’s up to parents to decide 
what to do next. For example, ‘We could try a behaviour chart. Or Joe could start with short 
group activities and build up to longer ones. What do you think of these ideas?’ 

 If you’re not sure about what to say next or how to say it, you don’t have to respond straight 
away. You could, for example, say the following ‘I’d like to think about that more. Can I get 
back to you tomorrow?’ 

 Use clear, everyday language that parents can understand. Parents are likely to find 
professional jargon daunting and alienating, so it’s best avoided. 

Raising concerns with parents 

As a childcare provider there might be times when you need to raise concerns with parents about a 
child’s wellbeing, development or behaviour. 

A problem-solving approach will help you and parents work together to address concerns. This 
approach involves: 

 identifying the problem 
 brainstorming as many solutions as possible 
 jointly evaluating the pros and cons 
 deciding on a solution to try 
 putting the solution into action 
 reviewing the solution after a period of time. 

One of the keys to this approach is talking about concerns when they come up. Problems 
usually don’t go away by themselves. Don’t leave problems to escalate they might be more difficult 
to repair later. 



Here are some tips for putting this approach into action: 

 Prepare for conversations about difficult issues. This is because parents can feel upset and 
stressed by these conversations. If you think ahead about what you need to say and about 
the most sensitive and respectful way to say it, it can help your discussion go well. 

 Try to schedule a time when parents are most available. Pick-up and drop-off times might 
be best or maybe call parents during the day. 

 Discuss concerning behaviour without judgement. Try to focus on facts and whether the 
behaviour is appropriate. For example, ‘Ben drew on the wall and said that another child did 
it. This behaviour isn’t OK’. 

 Explain what might contribute to the behaviour. This can help you and parents work out 
how to change the behaviour. For example, ‘Starting school can be challenging. Children 
often feel worried about getting into trouble’. 

 Check what parents think about the issue. Remember that perceptions of what’s 
appropriate can differ between cultures or contexts. For example, ‘How does your family 
handle it when children don’t tell the truth?’ 

 Offer realistic strategies suited to each family. For example, if a child needs to make new 
friends but she gets stressed in public, parents might start by inviting other children for 
playdates at home. 

Dealing with concerns that parents raise 

When parents raise concerns with you, the basics of listening and speaking still apply. And respect 
and sensitivity are still key to effective communication. 

Also, if you focus on the issue that parents are raising and remember that your shared goal is 
supporting their child, it can help you avoid defensiveness or justifications. 

Sometimes the best way to help is simply listening to parents. Parents might just need to feel that 
their concerns have been heard. You don’t always need to look for a solution straight away. 

Now please fill in the blanks, you can find the answers in the text that you have just read.   

1.) Effective communication builds u____________ and t____________. 
2.) A positive partnership means sharing k____________ and e_____________. 
3.) When you listen well, you get more i__________ about children and their f________. 
4.) Speak to parents in a c______, r_________ and c__________ way. 
5.) A problem-solving a_________ will help you and parents work together to address 

concerns. 
6.) Find and share the positives about a child’s l___________, b__________ and 

e___________. 
7.) Don’t leave problems to e__________ they might be more difficult to r________ later. 
8.) Remember that your shared goal is s___________ their child. 
9.) Sometimes the best way to help is simply l__________to parents. 

  

 

 

 

 



Task2: 
 
As we have already established parents know their child best.  It is essential that you make sure 
there is continuity of care for the child. Young children may be unable to communicate their needs. 
Also children may have particular medical needs, such as asthma, dietary needs such as being 
vegetarian or food allergies.  It is essential that you know about the child’s emotional needs too do 
they perhaps have a comfort toy. Do they have any fears or phobia’s. It is also very important to 
know parents’ wishes about how to care for their child for example religious preferences. 
 
For your second task I would like you to imagine that you are caring for a new child and fill in their 
registration document detailing their likes, dislikes, any medical conditions, allergies, fears, 
religious or dietary requirements. You may like to base this form on your own experiences or that 
of a young child that you already know. You may use the internet to explore different phobias, 
childhood medical conditions, religions or any other information that you would like to know more 
about.  Please make sure you understand what you have written down and include any notes or 
research. I have put my own example form for you below:    
   
 
Child’s name:               Alice Solomon 
 
Child’s date of birth:    12/2/2018 
 
Medical conditions:      Asthma 
 
Medication:                   Ventolin inhaler twice a day 
 
Food allergies:              Dairy intolerant 
 
Dietary requirements:  Alice is not allowed milk, yoghurt or cheese. She drinks almond milk  
 
Favourite toy:               Benjy bear who sleeps with her every night 
 
Fears or phobia’s:        Alice is terrified of dogs 
 
Religion:                        Alice is Jewish so she is not permitted to eat pork  
 
Likes:                             Alice loves to play with play dough, draw and paint, She is very creative  
 
Dislikes:                         Alice dislikes crusts on her sandwiches and loud noises such as balloons 
bursting or fireworks  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Now it’s your turn! 
 
 
Child’s name:  
 
Child’s date of birth: 
 
Medical conditions:  
 
Medication: 
 
Food allergies 
 
Dietary requirements: 
 
Favourite toy: 
 
Fears or phobia’s: 
 
Religion: 
 
Likes: 
 
Dislikes:  
 
 
 

Save your work: If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use 
Word or Publisher). Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 

For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
 

If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: scleaver@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
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